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IMPORTANT EVENTS  SO FAR …… 

Gold Extends Losses to Trade Sharply Lower in Wake of FOMC 
Statement

.
Gold prices sold off and hit their session lows in early afternoon trading Wednesday, 
following an FOMC statement that the market place deemed a bit less dovish than what some 
were expecting. The U.S. dollar index rallied sharply on the FOMC statement, which added to 
the selling pressure in gold. The gold market bulls still possess the overall near-term 
technical advantage, but are now fading and need to show fresh power soon to keep it. April 
gold was last down $26.00 at $1,333.00 an ounce. Spot gold was last quoted down $22.20 at 
$1,333.75. May Comex silver last traded down $0.182 at $20.68 an ounce.
Th U S F d l R ’  O  M k t C itt  ti  t t t f d  The U.S.Federal Reserve’s Open Market Committee meeting statement confused some 
market watchers, who initially called it a bit more dovish on U.S. monetary policy than 
expected. However, the markets right away reacted in a way that saw the statement as being 
if not downright hawkish then at least not as dovish as some were expecting. The 
U.S.dollar rallied, while U.S. Treasuries, the stock market and gold sold off. There was no 
single bit of information in the statement that market watchers are singling out as being a 
catalyst for the market moves immediately following the statement. As of this writing Fed 
Chair Janet Yellen was delivering her first press conference. Traders will closely parse her Chair Janet Yellen was delivering her first press conference. Traders will closely parse her 
remarks.
In other news, there are rumors floating around Wednesday that another Chinese 
corporation is in default on an interest rate payment on its bonds. However, there has been 
no confirmation of such by China. Still, traders and investors are wondering if “where there’s 
smoke, there’s fire.” A few weeks ago the first corporate bond default occurred in China. 
China’s financial system has been suspect for quite some time. If the Chinese financial system 
gets shaky, it would likely be a mixed bag for gold. It could limit consumer demand from the 

.

largest gold consumer in the world—China. However, it could also prompt safe-haven 
demand for gold worldwide.
The Crimea region of Ukraine being annexed by Russia has not been met by major violence in 
the Ukraine--at least not yet. Also, the threatened U.S. and European Union sanctions have 
so far not been as tough as some expected. These developments have assuaged the market 
place so far and moved the matter to the back burner again. The gold market sold off and 
stock indexes rallied Tuesday when Russian President Vladimir Putin said Russia will not 
seek to annex other regions of Asia  Many doubt Putin’s word on the matter  Still  this 

.

seek to annex other regions of Asia. Many doubt Putin s word on the matter. Still, this 
geopolitical incident has died down from a market place perspective, and that’s been bearish 
for safe-haven gold. But the Russia-Ukraine situation is still far from stable. Any escalation of 
tensions in Ukraine or further incursions into Ukraine from Russia would quickly put keen 
risk-aversion right back into the market place.
The London P.M. gold fixing was $1,338.00 versus the previous P.M. fixing of $1,355.75.
Technically, April gold futures were near the session low in afternoon trading. The bulls are 
fading and need to show fresh power very soon to keep a 2.5-month-old uptrend in place on g p y p 5 p p
the daily bar chart. Bulls presently do still have the overall near-term technical advantage. 
The gold bulls’ next upside near-term price breakout objective is to produce a close above 
solid technical resistance at last week’s high of $1,392.60. Bears' next near-term downside 
breakout price objective is closing prices below solid technical support at the March low of 
$1,326.60. First resistance is seen at $1,340.00 and then at $1,350.00. First support is seen 
at Wednesday’s low of $1,331.40 and then at $1,326.60
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The prices of MCX Gold closed at Rs 29981 per 10 grams. The third consecutive slide in MCX Gold is 
expected to take prices towards Rs 29900 and 29800 per 10 grams  The resistance for MCX Gold is 
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expected to take prices towards Rs 29900 and 29800 per 10 grams. The resistance for MCX Gold is 
at Rs 30240 per 10 grams. Open interest slipped to 9037 from 10271 a day before. According to 
EMA, 50 day moving average is set at Rs 29802 per 10 grams. Traders are expected to remain 
cautious and sell Gold on every rise towards its resistance. A breach of supports can be very fatal for 
Gold as it will then be a decline below February levels

May silver futures prices closed nearer the session low and hit a fresh five-week low 
Wednesday  The bears have the near term technical advantage and gained some fresh downside Wednesday. The bears have the near-term technical advantage and gained some fresh downside 
momentum Wednesday. Silver bulls’ next upside price breakout objective is closing prices above 
solid technical resistance at last week’s high of $21.795 an ounce. The next downside price 
breakout objective for the bears is closing prices below solid technical support at $20.00. First 
resistance is seen at $21.00 and then at $21.25. Next support is seen at Wednesday’s low of 
$20.525 and then at $20.25

May N Y  copper closed up 220 points at 297 45 cents Wednesday  Prices closed nearer the May N.Y. copper closed up 220 points at 297.45 cents Wednesday. Prices closed nearer the 
session high on short covering. Prices Wednesday scored a bullish “outside day” up on the daily 
bar chart. If there is follow-through buying on Thursday, then a more significantly bullish “key 
reversal” up on the daily bar chart would be confirmed. That would be an early clue that a 
market bottom is in place for copper. Prices last week hit a four-year low. Prices are still in an 
11-week-old downtrend on the daily bar chart. Bears still have the solid near-term technical 
advantage. Copper bulls' next upside breakout objective is pushing and closing prices above 
solid technical resistance at last week’s high of 307.75 cents. The next downside price breakout solid technical resistance at last week s high of 307.75 cents. The next downside price breakout 
objective for the bears is closing prices below solid technical support at Wednesday’s low of 
287.70 cents. First resistance is seen at 300.00 cents and then at 302.50 cents. First support is 
seen at 295.00 cents and then at 293.00 cents.

The recovery in Copper was thick and strong on Wednesday. The prices of MCX Copper were 
underpinned after testing a low of Rs 391.8 per kg. The recovery was expected as the prices were 
in a oversold zone. MCX Copper benchmark contract closed at Rs 406.5 per kg. It was interesting 
to note that the short positions were squared off  Open interest declined to 20964 contracts from 

.

to note that the short positions were squared off. Open interest declined to 20964 contracts from 
24532 contracts. A further rise in Copper towards Rs 410 and 414 per kg levels cannot be rule 
out. The pick up in volumes is also indicating bottom fishing rally in the metal.

The benchmark contract of MCX Crude Oil for April expiry closed at Rs 6063 per barrel. The 
prices are resisted at Rs 6110 and 6140 per barrel. Supports at Rs 5970 per barrel are intact and 
are not likely to be broken until extreme pessimism develops for the contract. The prices are 
expected to remain in broad range of Rs 6100 and 6080 per barrel. RSI at 40 can propel some 
b i  i  th  t t  O  i t t h  t t d d l i  i  th  A il t t ft  th  M h buying in the contract. Open interest has started developing in the April contract after the March 
contract expired last night with some positive bias. On NYMEX, Light Sweet Crude Oil for May 
expiry settled at $ 99.38 per barrel, up 0.21 cents
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TREND

GOLD 29864 29747 30160 30339 SELL @ 30003 S/L ABVE 
30100   T/P 29800

SILVER 45250 44827 46072 46417 SELL @ 45708  S/L ABV 
45920  T/P  45000

COPPER 396 386 412.20 417.90 BUY @ 402 S/L BELOW 
399 T/P  410

ZINC 119.70 118.10 122 123 BUY @ 120.15 S/L 
BELOW 119.60 T/P 122

LEAD 124 121 131 134.40 SELL@ 129 S/L ABV 130 
T/P 125

ALUMINIU
M

102.70 101.35 104.90 105.80 BUY @ 103.20 S/L 
BELOW 102.60 T/P 105

NICKEL 979 966 1003 1012 SELL @ 995.10 S/L ABV 
1000  T/P  970

CRUDEOI
L

6064 6019 6145 6180 SELL @ 6138 S/L ABV 
6160   T/P  6050

NGAS 270 267 276.60 278.30 SELL @ 274.80 S/L ABVE 
277  T/P  269

$SPOT
GOLD

1317 1306 1350 1371 SELL @ 1340 S/L ABVE 
1351  T/P 1315

$SPOT
SILVER

20.49 20.22 20.97 21.19 SELL @ 20.76 S/L ABV 21  
T/P   20.40/20.20

$CRUDEO
IL  NYMEX

98.55 97.98 99.48 99.84 SELL @ 99.42  S/L ABV 
100  T/P  98
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